Abstract. We present the first deep, optical, wide-field imaging survey of the young open cluster Collinder 359, complemented by near-infrared follow-up observations. This study is part of a large programme aimed at examining the dependence of the mass function on environment and time. We have surveyed 1.6 square degrees in the cluster, in the I and z filters, with the CFH12K camera on the Canada-France-Hawaii 3.6-m telescope down to completeness and detection limits in both filters of 22.0 and 24.0 mag, respectively. Based on their location in the optical (I − z,I) colour-magnitude diagram, we have extracted new cluster member candidates in Collinder 359 spanning 1.3-0.03 M ⊙ , assuming an age of 60 Myr and a distance of 450 pc for the cluster. We have used the 2MASS database as well as our own near-infrared photometry to examine the membership status of the optically-selected cluster candidates. Comparison of the location of the most massive members in Collinder 359 in a (B − V,V) diagram with theoretical isochrones suggests that Collinder 359 is older than α Per but younger than the Pleiades. We discuss the possible relationship between Collinder 359 and IC 4665 as both clusters harbour similar parameters, including proper motion, distance, and age.
Introduction
The number of known brown dwarfs (hereafter BDs) has increased dramatically over the past few years, in the field (Kirkpatrick et al. , 2000 Burgasser et al. 2002; Cruz et al. 2003) , as companions to low-mass stars Send offprint requests to: N. Lodieu ⋆ Based on observations obtained at Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope ⋆⋆ Table 4 is only available in electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) ⋆⋆⋆ Visiting Astronomer, German-Spanish Astronomical Centre, Calar Alto, operated by the Max-Planck-Institute for Astronomy, Heidelberg, jointly with the Spanish National Commission for Astronomy. (Burgasser et al. 2003; Gizis et al. 2003; Close et al. 2003; Bouy et al. 2003) , in star-forming regions (Lucas & Roche 2000; Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003) , and in open clusters (Bouvier et al. 1998; Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001a; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2002; Oliveira et al. 2003 , and references therein). Since the discovery of the first BDs in the Pleiades (Rebolo et al. 1995 (Rebolo et al. , 1996 , numerous open clusters have been targeted in the optical and in the near-infrared to uncover their low-mass and substellar populations, including the Pleiades (Bouvier et al. 1998; Tej et al. 2002; Dobbie et al. 2002a; Moraux et al. 2003) , α Per (Stauffer et al. 1999; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2002 ), M 35 (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001a , IC 2391 (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001b) , and NGC 2547 (Oliveira et al. 2003) .
The knowledge of the Initial Mass Function (hereafter IMF) is of prime importance in understanding the formation of stars. The IMF is fairly well constrained down to about 0.5 M ⊙ and well approximated by a three segment power law with α = 2.7 for stars more massive than 1 M ⊙ , α = 2.2 from 0.5 to 1.0 M ⊙ , and α = 0.7-1.85 in the 0.08-0.5 M ⊙ mass range with a best estimate of 1.3 (Kroupa 2002) , when expressed as the mass spectrum. However, the mass spectrum remains somewhat uncertain in the low-mass and substellar regimes. Most studies conducted in Pleiades-like open clusters suggest a power law index α in the range 0.5-1.0 across the hydrogen-burning limit Bouvier et al. 1998; Tej et al. 2002; Dobbie et al. 2002a; Moraux et al. 2003; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001a; Barrado y Navascués et al. 2002) . A comparable result is obtained for the mass function in the solar neighbourhood (Kroupa et al. 1993; Reid et al. 1999 ).
Several theories have recently emerged to explain the formation of BDs. First, the picture of the turbulent fragmentation of molecular clouds can be extended to lower masses (Klessen 2001; Padoan & Nordlund 2002) . Second, Whitworth & Zinnecker (2004) proposed that BDs could result from the erosion of pre-stellar cores in OB associations. Third, gravitational instabilities of self gravitating protostellar disks might also be responsible for the formation of BDs (Watkins et al. 1998a,b; Lin et al. 1998; Boss 2000) . Moreover, BDs could stop accreting gas from the molecular cloud due to an early ejection from a multiple system (Reipurth & Clarke 2001; Bate et al. 2002; Delgado-Donate et al. 2003; Sterzik & Durisen 2003) . Finally, as BDs straddle the realms of stars and planets, they might form within a circumstellar disk in a similar manner to giant planets (Papaloizou & Terquem 2001; Armitage & Bonnell 2002) .
Observational evidence for disks around young BDs has been reported in several star-forming regions in the nearinfrared (Muench et al. 2002; Wilking et al. 1999; Luhman 1999; Oliveira et al. 2002) , in the L ′ -band at 3.8 µm (Liu et al. 2003; Jayawardhana et al. 2003) , in the mid-infrared Testi et al. 2002; Apai et al. 2002) , and at millimetre wavelengths (Klein et al. 2003) . These results suggest a common formation mechanism for stars and BDs. The recent lack of substellar objects in Taurus compared to the Trapezium Cluster and IC 348 (Briceño et al. 2002; Luhman et al. 2003) and the distinctive binary properties of field BDs (Reid et al. 2001; Burgasser et al. 2003; Gizis et al. 2003; Close et al. 2003; Bouy et al. 2003) hint that stars and BDs may represent two independent populations (Kroupa et al. 2003) . Additional studies of nearby field BDs and young BDs in open clusters are necessary to pin down on the formation mechanism(s) of substellar objects.
We have initiated a large Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Key Programme (CFHTKP) surveying 80 square degrees in star-forming regions (≤ 3 Myr), pre-main-sequence clusters (10-50 Myr), and in the Hyades (700 Myr) in I and z filters with the CFH12K wide-field camera. The goal of our project is to investigate in an homogeneous manner the dependence of the IMF with time and environment as well as the distribution of stars and BDs in clusters to provide clues on their formation. Our detection and completeness limits are (I,z) ∼ 24 and 22 mag in both passbands, respectively. In this paper, we present the results of a 1.6 square degree (5 CFH12K fieldsof-view) survey complemented by near-infrared photometry in one young open cluster, Collinder 359 (= Melotte 186).
Collinder 359 is a young open cluster located in the Ophiuchus constellation around the B5 supergiant 67 Oph (HD 164353). The cluster was first mentioned by Melotte (1915) as a "large scattered group of bright stars" and its presence confirmed later by Collinder (1931) . A handful of cluster members are known (Collinder 1931; Van't-Veer 1980; Rucinski 1987) . It lies between 200 pc (Lyngå 1987) and 650 pc (Kharchenko 2004; personal communication) with a mean value of 435 pc from the HIPPARCOS parallax measurement (Perryman et al. 1997) . The age of Collinder 359 is estimated to be about 30 Myr (Wielen 1971; Abt & Cardona 1983) . This paper is structured as follows: A literature review of our current knowledge of Collinder 359 is presented in §2 including a discussion regarding its proper motion, distance and age. In §3, we briefly introduce the framework of the CFHTKP. The 1.6 square degree, wide-field optical survey of Collinder 359 is detailed in §4. A description of the candidate cluster member selection process, using an optical (I − z, I) colourmagnitude diagram, is given in §5. Finally, in §6, we present details of a near-infrared follow-up survey of optically-selected candidate members in Collinder 359.
The open cluster Collinder 359
Collinder 359 was selected as a 30 Myr pre-main-sequence open cluster at a distance of 250 pc within the framework of our CFHTKP using using data obtained from the  open clusters database 1 . The equatorial and Galactic coordinates (J2000) of the cluster centre are (18 h 01 m ,+02
• 54 ′ ) and (29.7,+12.5), respectively. Very little is known about Collinder 359 and no deep optical survey has been conducted in the cluster to date. We give below a brief overview of the current knowledge on the cluster.
Collinder 359 was first seen on the Franklin-Adams Charts Plates by Melotte (1915) and listed in his large catalogue of globular and open clusters. Melotte (1915) classified Collinder 359 as a "coarse cluster" and described it as "a large scattered group of bright stars around 67 Ophiuchi, covering an area of about 6 square degrees". In his catalogue of open clusters, Collinder (1931) described it as "a group of about 15 stars with no appreciable concentration on the sky and no well-defined outline" and added that "cluster stars appear brighter than the surrounding stars but no bright stars stand out from the others". The diameter of the cluster was estimated to 240 arcmin and dimensions of 5
• × 3
• were also mentioned. Collinder (1931) listed 13 cluster members and provided coordinates, photometry, spectral types, and proper motion information when available (Table 1 ; filled circles in Fig. 4 ). Additional photometry was compiled by Blanco et al. (1968) . Isochrone fitting to five early-B stars yielded photometric parallax of 0.0048 (d = 209 pc) while the fainter B8-A2 stars gave a mean parallax of 0.0035 (d = 286 pc). However, the membership of these objects is not well established and trig- Collinder (1931) . Column 1 lists the running number of the member, column 2 gives the Henry Draper Catalogue number, columns 3 and 4 list the right ascension and the declination (in J2000), column 5 lists the spectral types (Collinder 1931) , columns 6, 7, and 8 lists the V magnitude and the B − V and U − B from Blanco et al. (1968) , columns 9 and 10 list the V − R and R − I, columns 11 and 12 list the proper motion (arcsec per year) of the object according to the SAO catalogue (1966), column 13 gives the HIPPARCOS parallax π (Perryman et al. 1997) . The membership of the object is given on the last column according to the discussion between Rucinski (1980) and Van't-Veer (1980) . Rucinski (1980) , Van't-Veer (1980) , and Rucinski (1987) . Later, Baumgardt et al. (2000) combined photometry, radial velocities, and parallaxes to reject some objects originally proposed as members.
The cluster proper motion
Collinder 359 has a small proper motion according to the original study by Collinder (1931) and the more recent measurement from the astrometric satellite HIPPARCOS. The proper motion of the cluster is comparable to the motion of 67 Oph, its most massive member, and was estimated as 0.42 ± 0.47 mas/yr in right ascension and −7.86 ± 0.35 mas/yr in declination (Baumgardt et al. 2000) . Similarly, Perryman et al. (1997) quotes a proper motion of (0.41,−8.22) mas/yr. We have used the second release of the USNO CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC2; Zacharias et al. 2004) project to illustrate the cluster proper motion. Figure 1 displays the vector point diagrams (proper motion in right ascension versus proper motion in declination) for all stars within two degrees in radius from the cluster centre for magnitude brighter than 9.0, 10.0, and 11.0, respectively. Two clustering of stars emerge from these diagrams. Similarly, two peaks are also seen when plotting the histogram of the number of stars as a function of declination for magnitudes brighter than 10.0 mag. (Fig. 2) . The first group of stars has no significant proper motion and denotes field stars whereas the second exhibits a shift in declination and corresponds to the cluster. In addition, we have included the vector point diagram for a control field (RA = 17 h 08, dec = +9 • ) over a 2 degrees in radius and for UCAC2 magnitudes brighter than 9.0. The comparison of this diagram with the top left one in Fig. 1 reveals an overdensity of stars at expected proper motion for Collinder 359. The top right histogram in Fig. 2 shows that the number of sources at µ δ ∼ −8.0 mas/yr exceeds the number of objects with a zero proper motion, confirming hence the presence of a cluster. Wielen (1971) derived an age of 20-50 Myr with a mean value of 30 Myr by fitting isochrones in three-colour photometry obtained from large catalogues of open clusters (Becker & Fenkart 1971) . Abt & Cardona (1983) studied the distribution of Ap stars in open clusters as a function of age and put an upper limit of 30 Myr on the age of Collinder 359, assuming that 67 Oph is a member of the cluster. Both results are in agreement and consistent with the most recent estimate from Kharchenko et al. (2004; personal communication) .
The age of the cluster
We have attempted to estimate the age of Collinder 359 and its associated error using its most massive members. We have followed the approach applied to α Per by Stauffer et al. (2003) . By comparing the location of the star α Persei (open square in Fig. 3 ) in the colour-magnitude diagram (B − V,M V ) with theoretical solar metallicity isochrones including moderate overshoot (Girardi et al. 2000) , an age of 50 Myr was inferred for α Per (dot-dashed line in Fig. 3 ). We should keep in mind that the lithium test applied to the α Per cluster yielded a value larger than the turn-off main-sequence method (90 Myr versus 50 Myr; Stauffer et al. 1999 ).
Collinder 359 is located around the B5 supergiant, 67 Oph (filled circle in Fig. 3 ), which is considered as a member of the cluster with a probability of 75 % and over 95 % by Baumgardt et al. (2000) and Kharchenko et al. (2004) , respectively.
Assuming a mean apparent magnitude of V = 3.96 ± 0.02 and a mean distance of 435 Vector point diagrams for all stars within two degrees in radius from the cluster centre for magnitudes brighter than 9, 10, and 11, respectively. The bottom right displays the vector point diagram from a control field (RA = 17 h 08, dec = +9
• ). The proper motions (accurate to 6 mas/yr) are taken from the USNO CCD Astrograph Catalog (Zacharias et al. 2004) . Two clusterings are clearly separated for magnitudes brighter than 10.0. The first is located at (0,0), and the second at approximately (0.0,−8.5) mas/yr in right ascension and declination, respectively. The comparison between the cluster and controls fields at bright magnitudes depicts the presence of an overdensity of sources with a proper motion consistent with Collinder 359.
vertical line crossing the circles in Fig. 3 represents the uncertainty on the parallax estimate of 67 Oph. The best positional fit of 67 Oph in the (B − V,M V ) colour-magnitude diagram is obtained for an age of 60 Myr (between the dot-dashed and dotted lines in Fig. 3) , with an uncertainty of 20 Myr (extent of the vertical line). Our age estimate is twice the value of 30 Myr quoted by Wielen (1971) but larger than the main-sequence turn-off age of the α Per cluster, suggesting that Collinder 359 is likely older than α Per but younger than the Pleiades. We note that more recent age determination in open clusters using the lithium test (Rebolo, Martín, & Magazzù 1992) led to older ages by a factor of ∼ 1.6 than the turn-off main-sequence method (Jeffries & Naylor 2001) . The age of Collinder 359 could therefore be as old as 100 Myr.
The distance of the cluster
Based on isochrone fitting of early-type stars, Collinder (1931) derived a distance ranging from 210 pc to 290 pc for Collinder Histograms of the number of sources as a function of declination for all stars located within two degrees in radius from the cluster centre for magnitudes brighter than 9, 10, and 11, respectively. We have added a vector point diagram for a control field over a 2 degree radius centred on RA = 17 h 08 and dec = +9
• (bottom right). The proper motions are from the UCAC catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2004 ) and accurate to 6 mas/yr. The presence of the cluster is inferred from the comparison of the top left and bottom right histograms. The top right histogram shows an overdensity of sources at µ δ ∼ −8.0 mas/yr. Van't-Veer (1980) and Rucinski (1980 Rucinski ( , 1987 , the rejection of some objects originally proposed as cluster members yielded a revised distance of 436 pc. To summarise, the distance of Collinder 359 is not well constrained to date. We will adopt a mean distance of 450 pc with an uncertainty of 200 pc (Table 2 ). 
Following new photometric studies by

The CFHT Key Programme
We have carried out a CFHT Key Programme (30 nights over 2 years) centred on wide-field optical imaging in a variety of environments to examine the sensitivity of the low-mass stellar and substellar IMF to time and environment. This work was conducted within the framework of the European Research Training Network "The Formation and Evolution of Young Stellar Clusters". Other goals were to address the most pressing issues concerning low-mass stars and BDs, including their formation, their distribution, and their evolution with time.
The survey was conducted with a large-CCD mosaic camera (CFH12K) in the I and z filters down to detection and completeness limits of I = 24.0 and 22.0 mag, respectively, covering a total of 80 square degrees in star-forming regions, open clusters, and in the Hyades. The CFH12K is a CCD mosaic camera dedicated to highresolution wide-field imaging. The camera comprises 12 chips of 4128 × 2080 pixels with a pixel scale of 0.206 arcsec, yielding a field-of-view of 42 × 28 arcmin. Hence, no problem of undersampling was foreseen even during excellent conditions on Mauna Kea, which was the case for our observations. The cosmetics of the CFH12K mosaic was excellent with a total of 200 bad columns, most of them were concentrated on CCD05. The CCD06, CCD08, CCD09, CCD10, and CCD11 are entirely free of bad columns.
We have chosen to carry out the wide-field optical observations in the I and z filters mainly to optimise the search for low-mass stars and BDs in young clusters. This choice was also motivated by the results of a 6.4 square degree imaging survey of the Pleiades with the CFH12K in the I-and z-bands conducted with the same telescope/instrument configuration. Numerous brown dwarf candidates in the Pleiades were discovered down to 30 M Jup . The derived mass function was in agreement by that determined by Bouvier et al. (1998) . Moreover, the empirical knowldge of the mass function was extended far into the substellar regime.
The wide-field optical survey in Collinder 359
Observations and data reduction
Five CFH12K frames were obtained on 18 and 20 June 2002 in Collinder 359 in the I and z filters, covering a total area of 1.6 square degrees in the cluster (Table 3 ). Figure 4 displays the location of the five CFH12K pointings within the cluster area and Table 3 gives the journal of the observations. Thirteen possible members as listed by Collinder (1931) (filled circles in Fig.  4) are also overplotted. The CFH12K frames were chosen to avoid bright cluster members. These frames are located about half a degree away from the cluster centre and have a small overlap with the possible members extracted by Kharchenko et al. (2004; personal communication) . Fields A, B, C, and D were obtained on 18 June 2002 under photometric conditions with seeing ∼ 0.8 arcsec. The remaining field, field E, was observed on 20 June 2002 under non-photometric conditions (extinction less than 0.05 mag at the time of the observations; see atmospheric attenuation on the Elixir webpage 2 ). Three sets of exposures were taken for each field-of-view: short, medium, and long exposures with integration times of 2, 30, and about 900 seconds, respectively. The long exposures consisted of three times 300 and 360 seconds in the I and z filter, respectively, yielding detection limits of 24.0 mag in both passbands. Only one image was taken for the short and medium exposures, whereas three dithered positions were obtained for the long exposures, allowing rejection of bad pixels and removal of bad columns. The observations were scheduled in a queue mode so that the short, medium, and long exposures in the I-band were taken immediately prior to the short, medium, and long exposures in the z-band. The open squares are possible members used for isochrone fitting by Kharchenko et al. (2004; personal communication) to derive a distance of 650 pc and an age of 30 Myr.
The initial data reduction was provided by the Elixir pipeline (Magnier & Cuillandre 2004 ) and includes bias subtraction, flat-fielding, correction for scattered light in the I and z bands, combining the dithered frames in case of long exposures, and astrometric solution provided in the header of the fits files. Standard stars were observed throughout the nights 2 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Instruments/Elixir/stds.2003.06.html and were monitored constantly by the Elixir/Skyprobe tool to provide accurate zero-points.
Optical photometry
We have used the SExtractor software 3 (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to extract the photometry from the optical images. We have favoured the point-spread function (PSF) fitting to aperture photometry because it provides more precise photometric measurements for faint sources, which are, in our case, the cluster brown dwarf candidates. We have been kindly provided the PSFex package by E. Bertin (personal communication) to carry out PSF fitting.
The data reduction procedure to extract a catalogue of all objects from the reduced and stacked images processed by the pipeline was identical for each CFH12K field-of-view. First, we have combined the I and z images to increase the signalto-noise ratio and permit a better astrometry of faint sources close to the detection limit. Therefore, the detection of sources was run on the combined image whereas the photometry was applied to the I-and z-band images. We have run SExtractor and PSFex to extract coordinates and magnitudes for all detected sources by using a model PSF for each chip and each field. Afterwards, we have applied the zero points listed on the Elixir webpage 4 to calibrate our photometric measurements. The nominal CFH12K zero points for the I-and z-bands were ZP(I) = 26.184 ± 0.023 and ZP(z) = 25.329 ± 0.031, respectively. Small corrections were applied for the nights of 18 and 20 June 2002 to take into account the weather conditions on those specific nights. Finally, the I and z catalogues were crosscorrelated by matching pixel coordinates.
One catalogue was generated for each CCD chip of each CFH12K field-of-view for all three exposures (short, medium, and long). The catalogues contain the pixel and celestial coordinates, magnitudes, as well as other parameters, including the full-width-half-maximum and the ellipticity of the source. The final magnitudes (see electronic table) have rms errors on the I-band magnitudes smaller than 0.1 mag.
Calibration of the photometry
We have conducted a number of "checks" to verify the validity of the photometry. We have ensured that colour-magnitude diagrams of all chips in one CFH12K field-of-view align properly (see de Wit et al. 2005) . To calibrate internally our photometry, we have cross-correlated the short and medium and the medium and long exposures for each individual field-of-view. We were unable to calibrate the magnitudes between fields because no overlapping area between the CFH12K pointings was available.
We have also attempted to calibrate our photometry externally. However, on the one hand, the CFH12K fields-of-view were chosen to avoid bright cluster members (Fig. 4) and, on the other hand, no previous study was conducted in those areas. Nevertheless, we have cross-correlated our final source Table 4 . Catalogue of cluster member candidates in Collinder 359, assuming a distance of 450 pc and an age of 60 Myr for the cluster. The total number of sources is 506. The name of each individual target is given in the first column according to the IAU nomenclature. The CFH12K field-of-view and the identification number of each source is provided in Cols. 2 and 3. Right ascension and declination (in J2000) are listed in Cols. 4 and 5. Optical (I and z) and 2MASS near-infrared magnitudes are provided in Cols. 6-10. Finally, the membership of each target is given in the last column. Y stands for possible member whereas NM depicts a non-member of the cluster. catalogue with the recent release of the DEep Near-Infrared Survey (Epchtein et al. 1997 • 54 ≤ Dec ≤ +02
IAU
• 00). The mean photometric offsets in the I magnitudes between the CFHT and DENIS measurements are +0.05±0.09 and +0.08±0.12 mag for short and medium exposures, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 . A similar procedure could not be applied to the long exposures because the DENIS detection limit corresponds to the saturation of the CFH12K long exposures (I = 18.0-18.5 mag). The agreement between the DENIS and CFH12K magnitudes is on the order of the dispersion observed in our photometry and does not affect the subsequent candidate selection in Collinder 359. Note that the errors on the DENIS magnitudes are up to 0.13, 0.18, and 0.22 mag at I = 16, 17, and 18, respectively.
New cluster member candidates in Collinder 359
Optical colour-magnitude diagram
The final (I − z,I) colour-magnitude diagram for all detections in the 1.6 square degree area surveyed in Collinder 359 is presented in Fig. 6 . The detection and completeness limits of the survey are estimated to I ∼ z ∼ 24.0 and 22.0 mag, respectively. To create the final colour-magnitude diagram, we have crosscorrelated the short with medium and medium with long exposures to remove common detections and keep the best photometry. Hence, the photometry of the objects with I ≤ 15.0 mag, 15.0 ≤ I ≤ 19.0 mag, and I ≥ 19.0 mag is extracted from the short, medium, and long exposures, respectively.
Overplotted on the colour-magnitude diagram are the 60 Myr NextGen (solid line; Baraffe et al. 1998 ) and the DUSTY (dashed line; Chabrier et al. 2000b ) isochrones, assuming a distance of 450 pc for the cluster. The horizontal dashed line at I ∼ 19.75 mag corresponds to the hydrogen-burning limit (HBL) at 0.072 M ⊙ . The mass scale indicated on the righthand side of the plot in solar masses spans 1.3 M ⊙ to 0.030 M ⊙ . A reddening vector with A V = 1 mag is indicated by an arrow for comparison purposes. We have considered an interstellar absorption law with A I = 0.482 mag for the I-band (Rieke & Lebofsky 1985) . As no estimate is available in the z band, we have assumed a linear fit between the interstellar absorption in the I and J bands (A J = 0.282 mag), yielding A z = 0.382 mag.
Selection of cluster member candidates
The extraction of member candidates in open clusters generally consists in selecting objects located to the right of the ZAMS (Leggett 1992) shifted to the distance of the cluster. We have chosen the evolutionary models from the Lyon group to select candidates in Collinder 359. We have employed the NextGen isochrones (solid line in Fig. 6 ; Baraffe et al. 1998 ) for effective temperatures higher than 2500 K (corresponding to 0.050 M ⊙ at the age and distance of the cluster) and the DUSTY (dashed line in Fig. 6 ; Chabrier et al. 2000b ) isochrones for lower temperatures (and masses). We did not consider the Cond models since the isochrone lie to the right of the DUSTY isochrone. Consequently, objects located to the right of the Cond isochrones are to the right of the DUSTY isochrones as well and, hence, remain bona-fide cluster member candidates. We have selected all objects located to the right of the combined NextGen+DUSTY isochrones, assuming a distance of 450 pc and an age of 60 Myr for Collinder 359.
We have examined each cluster candidate by eye both in the I and z images to reject extended objects, blended sources, and detections affected by bad pixels or bad columns. Indeed, more than two-thirds of the objects located to the right of the evolutionary models were affected by bad pixels in one filter at least, or located on a bad column despite the good cosmetics of the CFH12K camera.
After removal of all spurious detections, the final list of cluster members contains a total of 506 candidates ranging from I = 11.3 to I = 22.5 mag over 1.6 square degree area surveyed in Collinder 359 (Table 4) . Column 1 gives the name of the target according to the IAU convention. We used the name Coll359 J to refer to Collinder 359 followed by the coordinate in J2000. Columns 2 and 3 provide the field-of-view where the candidate is located and the identification number assigned during the extraction of the photometry. Cols. 4 and 5 list the right ascension (in hours) and declination (in degrees) of the objects extracted from the CFH12K images (in J2000). Cols. 6-11 give the optical (I and z) and the near-infrared (J, H, and K s ) magnitudes. Column 12 provides an update of the membership status of the candidate after considering the nearinfrared follow-up, where Y stands for possible members and NM for non-members.
The range of ellipticities and full-width-half-maxima for all candidates are 0.001-0.265 and 1.6-3.2, respectively. Only one object has an ellipticity of 0.602 and a FWHM of 2.8, casting doubt about its membership. The distribution of ellipticities shows that 95 % of the objects have an ellipticity smaller than 0.15. The majority of objects have FWHM between 1.8 and 3.0, corresponding to a seeing of ∼ 0.4-0.6 arcsec.
It is possible that we have missed some bona-fide cluster members for various reasons. Our detection rate was not 100 % nor was our completeness limit sufficiently deep to have detected all members. Additionally, we did not detect the bright cluster members due to our saturation limit at about I = 12 mag. Second, 200 bad columns affect the CFH12K field-of-view and most especially the CCD05 where the largest incompleteness is expected. Similarly, objects affected by bad pixels might actually be genuine cluster candidates but were rejected from the final list because of their dubious photometry. Source blending represents another effect which prevents us from detecting all members. Last but not least, we did not cover the whole cluster, implying that there are other, potentially large numbers of members yet to be discovered.
From the colour-magnitude diagram (I − z,I), the large field contamination at magnitudes brighter than I ∼ 14 mag is clearly visible. Out of the 506 candidates, 70 % of them lie in the range I = 12-14 mag. The large number of candidates at brighter magnitudes (and thus at high masses) originates from the merging between the cluster sequence and the sequence of field stars. There is likely to be considerable field star contamination in this mass range for the cluster as seen in the colourmagnitude diagram.
If we consider an age of 100 Myr as suggested by recent age determination in open clusters using the lithium test (Stauffer et al. 1999) , the number of candidates increases to 628 in the same magnitude range. According to evolutionary isochrones (Baraffe et al. 1998) , the stellar/substellar boundary would then be at I = 20.2 mag, half a magnitude fainter than at 60 Myr.
Near-infrared photometry follow-up of optically-selected candidates
Collinder 359 is at a Galactic latitude of |b| = 12.5
• , intermediate between α Per (|b| = 7
• ) and the Pleiades (|b| = 24 • ). Therefore, the sample of optically-selected cluster member candidates in Collinder 359 is inevitably contaminated by foreground and background objects, including galaxies, reddened background giants, and field dwarfs.
We took special care in the removal of extended objects from the cluster candidate list so that we expect a small contamination by background galaxies. Field dwarfs also represent another source of contamination as they have similar optical colours as young cluster members. However, optical-to-infrared colour-magnitude diagrams such as (I − J,I) or (I − K,I) have proven their efficiency in weeding out field dwarfs in σ Orionis (Zapatero Osorio et al. 2000) , in the Pleiades (Zapatero Osorio et al. 1997; Pinfield et al. 2000) in α Per (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2002 ), and in IC 2391 (Barrado y Navascués et al. 2001b . Furthermore, the latest theoretical DUSTY isochrones (Chabrier et al. 2000a ) predict bluer I − K colours for field dwarfs than young low-mass cluster members by 1.0 to 1.5 mag depending on the mass.
Cross-correlation with the 2MASS database
To estimate the contamination towards bright member candidates in Collinder 359, we have cross-correlated the sample of optically-selected cluster member candidate with the 2MASS All-Sky release catalogue of point-sources (Cutri et al. 2003) 5 . Due to its completeness limit of K s = 14.3 mag, the 2MASS database provides infrared counterparts in J, H, and K s for most of the optically-selected cluster candidates brighter than I = 17.0 mag. For objects fainter than K s = 14.3 mag, the uncertainty on the magnitude become larger than 0.1 mag and additional near-infrared observations are required to establish membership.
Among 433 cluster member candidates brighter than 17.0 mag in the I-band, 426 of them have a 2MASS counterpart within a radius of 2 arcsec, with K s < 14.3, and errors on the J, H, and K s magnitudes smaller than 0.1 mag. Robust nearinfrared photometry is available for 97 % of our sample to I = 17 mag. The remaining objects have a 2MASS counterpart but either at larger radii (2 to 3 arcsec) or K s magnitudes fainter than 14.3 or uncertainties larger than 0.1 mag. We have therefore not considered their 2MASS magnitudes but obtained additional photometry for half of them.
Additional near-infrared photometry
We have carried out near-infrared photometry for fainter objects to probe the contamination at lower masses and across the stellar/substellar boundary.
Near-infrared (K ′ -band) photometry was obtained for 29 optically-selected candidates on 10-12 July 2003 with the CFHTIR infrared camera. This camera has a 1024 × 1024 pixel HAWAII detector with a spatial scale of 0.204 ′′ /pixel yielding a 3.5 × 3.5 arcmin field-of-view. The total exposure time was on the order of 5 minutes per object and the photometric errors better than 0.1 mag.
Addtional infrared photometry (K s -band) was obtained for 36 candidates on 10-13 June 2004 with MAGIC on the Calar Alto 2.2-m telescope. The MAGIC camera has a Rockwell 256 × 256 pixel NICMOS3 array with a spatial scale of 0.64 ′′ /pixel yielding a 164 ′′ field-of-view in the high-resolution mode when mounted on the 2.2-m. Five dithered frames offset by about 25 pixels were taken for each target, yielding exposure times between 20 and 120 seconds depending on the brightness of the target.
The infrared data was reduced following standard procedures. First, a sky image was created using a median of the dithered frames. Then, each science frame was sky-subtracted and flat-fielded. The flat-field is the difference between averaged dome flat fields observed lamp on and lamp off. The measured magnitudes were corrected for extinction and exposure time. The airmass correction was assumed to be 0.07 and 0.088 mag/airmass for Mauna Kea and Calar Alto, respectively. Zero-points from the various standards observed throughout the nights were applied to the instrumental magnitudes and cross-checked with 2MASS to derive the final magnitudes.
Contamination of the optical sample
7.1. Near-infrared photometry Figure 7 shows the location of the optically-selected candidates in Collinder 359 in an optical-to-infrared colour-magnitude diagram (I−K,I). Objects with 2MASS magnitudes are displayed with a plus sign while targets from our own near-infrared follow-up observations are shown as filled circles. The solid and dashed lines represent the 60 Myr NextGen and DUSTY isochrones, respectively, at a distance of 450 pc. The isochrones are drawn using the I filter from the CFH12K camera and the K s filter from 2MASS (I. Baraffe, personal communication) . Note that the K ′ and K s magnitudes are very similar and do not affect the results concerning the membership of the candidates.
According to their location in the (I − K,I) diagram, cluster candidates are divided into two subsamples as follows:
1. Probable members (Y+): these objects lie to the right of the NextGen+DUSTY isochrones, shifted at a distance of 450 pc. Their colours are consistent with cluster membership. 2. Non-members (NM): objects with colours bluer than those predicted by the isochrones shifted at a distance of 450 pc.
Combining the optical and optical-to-infrared colourmagnitude diagrams, most of the candidates brighter than I = 17.0 mag remain possible candidates. Indeed, only 9 out of 433 are rejected as cluster members, yielding a contamination on the order of few percent. This simple analysis is however inadequate. Both colour-magnitude diagrams show a wide cluster sequence at I ≤ 14 mag, suggesting a large contamination by red field stars. Using our current data we are unable to estimate the contamination properly in this magnitude range. Ultimately, low-resolution optical spectroscopy will provide additional constraints, including lithium, radial velocities, and spectral types, to distinguish field stars from cluster members.
At fainter magnitudes, the cluster sequence becomes clearer and extends down to I = 22 mag in the optical colour-magnitude diagram. From the optical-to-infrared colour-magnitude diagram, we rejected 6 optically-selected cluster candidates out of 42 in the magnitude range I = 17-22 mag, yielding a contamination of ∼ 14 % across the stellar/substellar boundary. It is hard to set limits on the contamination at present due to the small number statistics across the stellar/substellar boundary. We are still lacking photometry for cluster candidates fainter than I = 17 mag.
Statistical contamination from a control field
We now estimate the statistical contamination from a control field observed within the framework of the CFH12K optical survey conducted in IC 4665 (de Wit et al. 2005 
IC 4665 & Collinder 359: a larger picture
The open clusters Collinder 359 and IC 4665 are very close on the sky, their centres being about 5 degrees apart (Fig.  8) . Additionally, they share the same proper motion (0.0,−9.0 mas/yr; Perryman et al. 1997) , have similar ages (50-100 Myr) and comparable distance estimates within the uncertainty errors (450 vs. 350 pc).
We have selected all sources brighter than V = 10.5 mag in a 10×10 degrees area encompassing Collinder 359 and IC 4665 using archival data from the ASCC2.5 catalogue (Kharchenko 2001) . This catalogue is a compilation of high-precision catalogues from space missions, including HIPPARCOS and Tycho-2, and ground-based proper motions surveys providing coordinates, accurate proper motions, and photometry. Sources located with a 2.5 mas/yr radius and centred on (0.0,−9.0) mas/yr in right ascension and declination, respectively, define two clusterings (filled circles in Fig. 8 ) at the nominal cluster centres. In comparison, objects with proper motion of −3.0 and 0.0 mas/yr in right ascension and declination, respectively, are randomly distributed over the same area (squares in Fig. 8 ), implying that we have indeed two clusters.
We have examined the number of objects located within a 2 degree box around each cluster. We have found 15 and 19 sources (filled circles in Fig. 8 (Fig. 9) . The lack of clear sequence in the colour-magnitude diagram and the larger number of contaminants towards the line of sight of Collinder 359 tend to suggest that this cluster is much less massive than IC 4665. Nevertheless, the shift present between both sequences could well be assigned to an extinction of ∼0.1 mag as the region exhibit signs of variable extinction. Moreover, Collinder 359 might not be a real cluster but either linked to IC 4665 or a moving group associated to the Ophiuchus cloud (Röser & Bastian 1994) . A survey of the inner region of the cluster i.e. within 1 degree radius of the cluster centre is required to answer those issues and determine the characteristics of Collinder 359.
Summary
We have presented the first deep optical wide-field imaging survey complemented with near-infrared photometric observations of the young open cluster Collinder 359. We have surveyed a 1.6 square degree area in the cluster in the I and z filters down to detection and completeness limits of 22.0 and 24.0 mag with the CFH12K wide-field camera on the CanadaFrance-Hawaii 3.6-m telescope. Based on their location in the optical (I − z,I) colour-magnitude diagram, we have extracted a total of 506 cluster member candidates in Collinder 359 spanning 1.3-0.030 M ⊙ , assuming a distance of 450 pc and an age of 60 Myr. The uncertainties on the distance and age are 200 pc and 20 Myr, respectively. We have cross-correlated the optically-selected candidates with the 2MASS database for objects brighter than I = 17.0 mag to weed out a proportion of contaminating field stars. Further K ′ -band photometry has been obtained for a subsample of 49 faint cluster candidates to probe the contamination at and below the stellar/substellar boundary.
By comparing the location of the brightest cluster member 67 Oph, with solar metallicity isochrones including moderate overshoot, we have derived an age of 60 ± 20 Myr for Collinder 359. Taking into account the observed differences in ages of open clusters between the turn-off main-sequence method and the lithium test, Collinder 359 is likely older than α Per but younger than the Pleiades. Thus, the expected age of the cluster is at least twice larger than previously thought. Finally, the comparison of the number of sources in a control field with the number of selected cluster candidates indicates that the surveyed fields do not contribute significantly to the cluster pop- ulation. A new optical survey closer to the cluster centre but avoiding bright stars is needed to assess its extent and properties.
